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Category: other-general

job details

Are you a fun and creative individual who can build quick rapport with SEN and mixed

ability learners?

Can you think on your feet and adapt to the needs of individual learners?

Do you want to work with a warm and friendly team that are available and on hand to help? 

...

A passionate SEN teaching assistant is needed to support with various temporary roles

within a network of specialist schools in or local to Haywards Heath. The role will be

supporting learners throughout primary and secondary phases working on a 1:1, small

group and intervention basis. This role is due to start ASAP. Part time and full time hours

available. The schools proudly support a community ethos where every child matters.

Candidates for this role must have previous experience working as a Teaching assistant or LSA

within Education settings or similar experience in care. Learners within these schools are

mixed ability and SEN with approx. 70+ pupils on role at each site. The schools support a

broad and balanced curriculum and attainment is above the national average. This is a

brilliant opportunity and not to be missed.

Interview date: In the next 2 weeks so please don't delay and apply now!

This role is open to receiving applications over the next week. Within a week of the closing

date, appropriate applicants will begin a three-stage interview process, after which
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shortlisted candidates will be invited to attend the final stage of the interview process with

appropriate school leadership.

Are you a fun and creative individual who can build quick rapport with SEN and mixed

ability learners?

Can you think on your feet and adapt to the needs of individual learners?

Do you want to work with a warm and friendly team that are available and on hand to help? 

A passionate SEN teaching assistant is needed to support with various temporary roles

within a network of specialist schools in or local to Haywards Heath. The role will be

supporting learners throughout primary and secondary phases working on a 1:1, small

group and intervention basis. This role is due to start ASAP. Part time and full time hours

available. The schools proudly support a community ethos where every child matters.

Candidates for this role must have previous experience working as a Teaching assistant or LSA

within Education settings or similar experience in care. Learners within these schools are

mixed ability and SEN with approx. 70+ pupils on role at each site. The schools support a

broad and balanced curriculum and attainment is above the national average. This is a

brilliant opportunity and not to be missed.

Interview date: In the next 2 weeks so please don't delay and apply now!

...

Benefits: 

* Flexible work/excellent rates of pay

* Every day will be different

* On site parking

* Free onsite meals 

* Permanent opportunities available /free training opportunities 

All applicants for this position must have the following requirements to be considered:

* Ideal candidates will be flexible, resilient and have a positive approach to supporting

learners.

* School, Nursery, care and or education based experience

● Eligibility to work in the UK



This role is a brilliant opportunity for a fun and friendly Teaching assistant. This role offers a lot

of opportunity and isn't one to be missed. Don't delay in applying today! For more

information on this role please contact Bryony on 01293 527416.

This role is open to receiving applications over the next week. Within a week of the closing

date, appropriate applicants will begin a three-stage interview process, after which

shortlisted candidates will be invited to attend the final stage of the interview process with

appropriate school leadership.

experience

Non Teaching

skills

building relationships
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